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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the purpose of using device pools?
A. to provide an easily modified set of system parameters for the Cisco Unified CallManager
server and endpoints
B. to consolidate the dial plan for a set of IP phones in the same location
C. to provide all the IP phone parameters required for auto-registration
D. to provide a convenient way to define a set of common characteristics that can be assigned
to devices
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
device pool definition Device pools define sets of common characteristics for devices, the device pool structure
supports the separation of user and location information. The device pool contains only deviceand location-related information

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is a standard practice when using partition parallelism?
A. Avoid repartitioning if possible
B. All of the above
C. Disable the pipeline parallelism for all the stages that can run in parallel
D. Setup a configuration file defining multiple CPUs for each logical node
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
Based on the above commands, when will the output of the show log command be saved?
A. Every 5 seconds while the total CPU utilization is above 80 percent
B. Each time the total CPU utilization goes above 80 percent
C. Each time the total CPU utilization goes below 50 percent
D. Every 5 seconds while the total CPU utilization is below 50 percent
E. Every 5 minutes while the total CPU utilization is below 50 percent
F. Every 5 minutes while the total CPU utilization is above 80 percent
Answer: B
Explanation:

Here is a reference:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/ios/netmgmt/configuration/guide/nm_cpu_thresh_notif.p
df
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